Independence, Missouri August 2019:

Vintage Fabrication’s Bobby Schumacher and his team of automotive restoration craftsman brought all the current model creature comforts to this 1,500 hp LSX powered 1971 “Gen 2” Chevrolet Camaro. “I went with ZyBar to prevent heat buildup from the turbos that we had experienced in the past with ceramic coating and wraps,” stated Bobby Schumacher, Vintage Fabrication Owner.

The high temperature heat dissipation coating of choice for Bobby was ZyBar. ZyCoat - Coating Services applied ZyBar to the headers, intakes, twin turbos and custom fabricated exhaust on this SEMA 2018 “Battle of the Builders” entry. The crowd that passed the ZyCoat/HushMat booth in Hot Rod Alley stopped dead in their tracks to witness this beauty. “We have not had any more problems with high temperatures from exhaust or turbos using the ZyBar coatings and the bronze satin color is amazing,” added Schumacher.

“One of the best characteristics of a Vintage Fabrication build is they are meant to be driven – not just rest in a showroom”, stated Tim McCarthy, ZyCoat and HushMat, Founder/CEO. The Gen 2 and all its horsepower drove off the SEMA show floor and over to SEMA Ignite for all to see.

We can’t wait until November 2019 to see what Vintage Fabrication have in store for us!!

Plan to visit the ZyCoat and HushMat booth # 23697 at SEMA, Las Vegas, Nevada November 5-8, 2019